• Problem: large number of variables (thousands) and small number of samples (dozens)
• • SFFS: designed to alleviate the nesting effect -It can add or remove one feature at each step -Good cost-benefit, but they do not avoid the nesting effect completely
Intrinsically Multivariate Prediction
Intrinsically multivariate prediction where F is a criterion function that varies from 0 to 1 -(0 -absence of prediction; 1 -full prediction)
• The IMP score is a measure of how much IMP is a predictor set with its corresponding target. It is defined by:
• The concept of IMP is related to the nesting effect -Two bad features may originate a very good pair for prediction of a given target (several heuristics would discard such features and never include them)
• Large IMP score -Two good features may be redundant as a pair for prediction of a given target (e.g. they may be highly correlated)
• Small IMP score
Intrinsically multivariate prediction

SFFS with Multiple Roots SFFS-MR • Why not consider an algorithm that applies a small number of SFFS executions considering good and bad initial features (roots)? • SFFS with Multiple Roots (SFFS-MR)
• SFFS-MR differs from SFFS because of the exploration of multiple roots • The B best individual features and W worst features are chosen to compose the root set. SFFS is applied for each root as initial subset of cardinality 1 • At the end, there will be B+W solutions. The best of these solutions will be returned
SFFS with Multiple Roots (SFFS-MR)
• Computational complexity 
